Quality Spirometry: What Do We Base Our Definition On?*

Calidad en la espirometría, ¿en qué nos basamos para definirla?

To the Editor:

I read with interest the article by C. Represas-Represas et al. analyzing the short-term (1 and 2 months) and long-term (1 year) effectiveness of a tutored training program on the performance and interpretation of spirometry, from which very good results are being obtained. I am completely in agreement with the authors in their organization of joint training sessions with the operators carrying out the spirometries, and the clinicians who interpret them. This is important because knowledge of the technique and the requirements is fundamental to prevent clinicians from merely reporting numbers, while for the operators it is essential that they understand what they are trying to achieve. However, I am rather surprised that on analyzing the results, they use the performance and interpretation of the spirometry as a single parameter. These are in fact two different aspects, which while related, should be evaluated separately, since each of them has specific connotations. Additionally, in the article no definition is offered of a correct spirometry. When describing the training phase, the authors refer to the recommendations of the ERS/ATS/2005; these recommendations state that for a spirometry to be considered of quality, a minimum of three acceptable, error-free maneuvers must be achieved and the differences between the two best FVC and FEV1 readings must be less than 150 mL. One important limitation of this study, as mentioned by the authors, is that the “reproducibility of the spirometries was not analyzed”, since only one single maneuver was analyzed, and that was done graphically. Thus, it is impossible to speak of the quality of the spirometry, either from the point of view of reproducibility (3 maneuvers are necessary) or from the point of view of obtaining at least 3 acceptable maneuvers, as indicated in the current recommendations. A review of the literature reveals that when describing quality, other authors have studied the degree of compliance with the recommendations for performing spirometry use a classification scale ranging from A to F, in which only grades A and B are accepted as quality spirometries (at least 3 acceptable, error-free maneuvers and a maximum difference between the two best FVC and FEV1 of up to 200 mL); quality indexes of between 71% and 90% are obtained from the spirometries evaluated. Recently, Borg et al. published a 5-year study in which quality indexes of between 61% and 92% were obtained. In all the cases mentioned, the indexes reported are within the range obtained by Dr. C. Represas-Represas and colleagues. This begs the question, then, whether the criteria they used in the training sessions were followed for evaluating the spirometries. If this is the case, congratulations are in order; however, if these criteria were not followed, they should state clearly what they understand by a quality spirometry. This is the fundamental element upon which their results are based, and accordingly, these results could be either excellent or misleading to the reader. It is obvious that all efforts to train personnel working with spirometries are laudable, but when these efforts are evaluated, it is essential that clear criteria are followed, in line with current recommendations.
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Triple Therapy in Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis

Triple terapia en fibrosis pulmonar idiopática

To the Editor:

We have read with particular interest the new “Guidelines for the diagnosis and treatment of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF)”. It is clear that, as in the previous guidelines published in 2003 (one of the most widely read articles of this journal), Xaubet et al. have made a brilliant summary of the most important aspects of this disease.

One of the main novelties compared to the previous guidelines is regarding treatment. In the past 10 years there has been a shift in the treatment of the IPF patient from immunomodulators to the new antifibrotic drugs, and this is clearly reflected in the document. However, there is one clinical situation that has not been clarified: how should patients already diagnosed with IPF that are stable on triple therapy (N-acetylcycteine, low-dose prednisone and azathio-prine) be managed? Certainly, many other clinicians like ourselves will have asked the same question when reading the guidelines. This is a problem that we would like to examine further.

Although the provisional results of the PANTHER study were widely received with alarm, as Wells et al. recently pointed out, this does not mean a permanent farewell to immunomodulators in IPF. It should be remembered that the IFIGENIA study data showed a reduction in disease progression in patients receiving triple therapy. Moreover, the adverse effects reported in the PANTHER study were associated with the use of high-dose steroids. For this reason, many experts believe that it is reasonable to maintain triple therapy with low-dose steroids in patients who have remained stable on this regimen.

Accordingly, each case can be evaluated by following three simple steps:

1. IPF diagnosis: this is another great step forward reflected in the guidelines. Diagnostic criteria are becoming ever more specific.
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And we know that patients with an incorrect diagnosis of IPF tend to respond better to immunosuppressive treatment, particularly those with non-specific interstitial pneumonia. Thus, the first step consists of reviewing the clinical records to confirm that the patient meets the diagnostic criteria specified in the new guidelines.

2. Clinical stability: patients often continue to receive a certain treatment indefinitely, despite complete lack of response. For this reason, the next step would be to review clinical, radiological and functional parameters to ensure that the patient does not present significant deterioration.

3. Tolerance and complications from immunosuppressive treatment: the final step would consist of determining the symptoms caused by the treatment, the extent of the side effects, and particularly the effect of the immunosuppressive treatment on the patient (repeated or severe infections, leukopenia, cancer, etc.).

These three simple steps could be useful for correctly weighing up the situation of the patient and the effectiveness of the treatment. Nevertheless, the most important factor is indubitably missing from this equation: the opinion of the patient. Another essential step is to discuss the new therapeutic options, and the risks and benefits compared to the previous ones, since, as in life, two heads are generally better than one in coming to the right decision.
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